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Chair Marty Wilde and members of the committee, my name is Jeff Marotta.  I am a Senior Consultant 
for Problem Gambling Solutions, I am on the Board of Directors for Cascadia Whole Health Care and 
for the Oregon Council on Problem Gambling, I was the former administrator of the Oregon Health 
Authority’s problem gambling programs, and founder of Voices of Problem Gambling Recovery.  As a 
person deeply involved in Oregon’s efforts to improve public health, I am pleased to speak with you 
today about HB 3078.   
 
HB 3078 is a critically important bill.  It rights a wrong in how groundbreaking gambling policy change 
occurred in Oregon.  Oregon’s legalized gambling landscape was significantly altered with the advent of 
state supported online wagering.  This occurred without legislative approval or through public 
referendum.  HB 3078 sets limits and prevents further expansion of mobile wagers without first vetting 
proposals within the halls of this chamber and acquiring legislative approval. 
 
Legalized online wagering presents social and economic risks to Oregon. Consider this: 

• Higher rates of disordered gambling have been found amongst Internet as compared to land-
based gamblers.1  

• Legalized internet gambling is expected to increase the number of Oregonians who gamble on a 
regular basis thereby increase problem gambling incidence rates.2 

• A recent study found that about 1 in every 60 Oregon Department of Corrections inmates 
reported their current incarceration was “primarily” due to gambling. This data suggests that 
problem gambling related imprisonments account for at least $10 million a year in DOC related 
custody costs with millions of dollars more in other costs related to our criminal justice system.3 

• Recently the British Government banned the practice of permitting credit wagering due in part 
to research that shows that 22% of online gamblers using credit cards are problem gamblers.4  
Amending HB 3078 to follow the United Kingdom’s lead is prudent and highly recommended. 

 
The social and economic risks associated with legalized internet gambling are real.  Oregonians deserve 
the right for their elected representatives to debate and create critical policies that impact Oregon’s 
economic and public health.  This bill will put a stop to the undemocratic expansion of online gambling 
and require any future online expansion proposals to first be vetted and approved by our citizens or 
citizen representatives in the Oregon legislature. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to share some knowledge and provide the above viewpoints.   
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